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For the past twenty-five years, war has been a background condition of American life.  The War 
in Afghanistan is already the longest war in American history (it has lasted longer than the Civil 
War and World War II combined), and American soldiers face combat in several other places as 
well.  Hence the importance of thinking about what war is, how it should be conducted, and what 
effects it has on the societies it touches.  This course approaches such questions historically, with 
particular attention to Europe between 1800 and 1945.  We'll discuss military events occasionally, 
but the emphasis will be on larger patterns of experience and meaning.  We'll ask what combat 
did to participants and the societies from which they came; what social changes have meant for 
the conduct and course of war; and how this form of violence has been understood, both by those 
who fought and by outsiders evaluating their actions.  
 
This course is a seminar, meaning that it will focus on discussion of the assigned readings and the 
issues that they raise; students should expect about 100 pages of reading each week.  At each 
seminar meeting, there will be some lecturing to orient students to the issues and provide 
background information, but the main focus will be on discussion.  That expectation makes 
preparation and attendance especially important.  About 10 percent of students' grades will be 
based on their participation in discussions; attendance will be taken at every seminar meeting, and 
grade penalties will be assessed on those who miss more than one (documented emergencies 
excepted).  The remainder of the grade will be based on three short essay assignments, devoted to 
the assigned reading.  
 
Because these are difficult materials, students are encouraged to consult any outside sources they 
find helpful, notably Wikipedia.  However, although these sources may improve your 
understanding of the issues, they're not a substitute for the texts themselves; we'll be considering 
questions and ideas that don't come up in these outside sources, and your written work will be 
evaluated in terms of the command it shows of the assignments.  In addition, if you use outside 
materials of any kind in your written work, provide references to them.  Unacknowledged use of 
others' ideas is a serious form of academic dishonesty, which may result in a failing grade for the 
specific assignment or for the course as a whole. 
 
Topics and assignments 
 
January 14:  Questions and themes:  war, society, culture 
 
January 21:  Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday 
 

Part 1:  Experiencing war 
 

January 28:  The outsider's view (i):  the problem of knowledge 
 assigned:  John Keegan, The Face of Battle, 13-77 
 
February 4:  The outsider's view (ii):  historical narrative and experiential truth 
 assigned:  Keegan, The Face of Battle, 117-206 
 
February 11:  The insider's view (i):  the uses of experience 



 Dave Grossman, On Killing:  The Psychological Cost of Learning to Kill in War and 
 Society, xv-xxxvi, 1-106 
 
February 18:  The insider's view (ii):  a social science of trauma? 
 Grossman, On Killing, 107-170, 262-289 
 

Part 2:  Theorizing war 
 

February 25:  What is war (i)?   
 assigned:  Carl von Clausewitz, On War, book 1, chapters 1-8 (available 
 http://www.gutenberg.org/files/1946/1946-h/1946-h.htm#2HCH0001) 
 
March 4:  What is war (ii)? 
 assigned:  Clausewitz, On War, book 4, chapters 1-14, book 8, chapters 1-6B;  
 First essay due 
 
March 11:  Spring break 
 
March 18:  War and justice 
 assigned:  Brian Orend, "War," Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (http://plato. 
 stanford.edu/entries/war/#2); Michael Walzer, "The Politics of Rescue," Dissent, Winter 
 1995, 35-40; Robert Gilpin, "The Theory of Hegemonic War;"  Kenneth N. Waltz, "The 
 Origins of War in Neorealist Theory," both in  The Journal of Interdisciplinary History, 
 vol. 18, no. 4 (Spring, 1988), 591-628 (all articles are available via the UB Libraries site) 
 

Part 3:  Social change and collective violence 
 
March 25:  Europe during the Industrial Revolution 
 assigned:  Paul Kennedy, The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers:  Economic Change and 
 Military Conflict from 1500 to 2000, xv-xxv, 143-274 
 
April 1:  Technology and violence 
 assigned:  Keegan, The Face of Battle, 207-300 
 
April 8:  Culture and violence 
 assigned:  Modris Eksteins, Rites of Spring:  The Great War and the Birth of the Modern 
 Age, xiii-xvi, 1-109;  Second essay due 
 
April 15:  Modernity and violence 
 assigned:  Eksteins, Rites of Spring, 209-299, 315-331 
 

Part 4:  Questioning war 
 
April 22:  A pacifist reading 
 assigned:  Nicholson Baker, Human Smoke:  The Beginnings of World War II, The End 
 of Civilization, 58-159, 344-449,  
 
April 29:  A sociological reading 
 assigned:  Keegan, The Face of Battle, 301-343 
 
May 6:  Third essay due 


